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Craving Lebanese flavors from your favorite takeout restaurant? Not a problem! Recreate the

authentic flavors of your Lebanese favorites in your kitchen in no time!Download FREE with

Kindle Unlimited!It’s no surprise that the cuisine from what was once called “the Paris of the

Middle East” has become one of America’s best-loved. Mediterranean food. Lebanese cuisine

boasts freshness, healthfulness, and variety. Lebanese food consists of the freshest grains,

vegetables, fruit, fish and seafood, poultry, and meat. The flavors are always full, seasoned

with herbs and spices.Inside, you’ll find:• A short introduction to Lebanese cuisine and the

ingredients used• Common tools and equipment used as well cooking methods used•

Delicious appetizers, dips and sauces such as the Chick Pea Dip (Hummus) and the Garlic

Spicy Potatoes (Batata Harra)• Heartwarming soup recipes like the Red Lentil Soup•

Rejuvenating salads like the Lebanese Salad with Pita Crisps (Fattoush Salad)• Satisfying

sandwich recipes like the Falafel Sandwich, the Shish Taouk Pita, and the Halloumi Cheese

Sandwich• Lebanese pizza recipes like the Cheese Manakeesh and the Lamb Pizza (Kafta

Manakeesh)• Luscious beef recipes like Shawarma (roasted marinated beef ) and the Shish

Kebab Grilled Lean Beef• Favorite chicken recipes like the Lebanese Chicken Cutlet with Citrus

Sauce and the Lebanese-Style Roasted Chicken• Easy to make lamb recipes like the Spicy

Lamb Sausages and the Lamb Meatloaf aka Lamb Diamonds (Kibbeh Sinayee)• Mouth-

watering fish and seafood recipes like the Lebanese Grilled Fish• Amazing vegetarian recipes

like the Lebanese Rice with Vermicelli and the Deep Fried Vegetables (Maqaali)• Tasty

desserts like the famous Baklava and Lebanese Cheesecake (Knafeh)Download today and

enjoy reading on your favorite device like Kindle, IPad, IPhone, Android tablets and phones,

laptops, and even your computer with the free Ebook Tops app.Scroll back up and click the

BUY NOW button at the top right of this page for an immediate download!

From the AuthorYou know the carnivore diet is simple in theory, but actually sticking with it is a

whole different story. With the 30-Day Carnivore Meal Plan you are on your way to feeling and

looking good with 30 days of delicious recipes that are simple, so delicious even your non-

carnivore friends will be blown away, and easy to prepare! You could spend hours researching

cooking techniques and recipes and use the 'trial and error' method of seeing what works and

what doesn't... or you can follow The 30-Day Carnivore Meal Plan and get a direct line to

success on the Carnivore Diet right out the gate! --This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorCara Comini came to the carnivore diet after a year of 'whole foods

keto' thinking that she'd feel awful without veggies... Imagine her surprise when after just 3

days on the carnivore diet, she felt better physically and mentally than she ever thought

possible! Cara shared her experiences on YouTube and found that many others shared similar

phenomenal results. Cara has helped thousands of others successfully stick with healing

protocols by providing meal plans for GAPS and Keto. Now she is excited to watch thousands

make exceptional transformations as they follow the 30-Day Carnivore Meal Plan!Cara is a

long-time health writer at her blog Health Home and Happiness. She enjoys experimenting

with nutrition protocols and helping others follow difficult or counterintuitive healing diets. She

lives in the mountains of Montana with her family. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Lebanese Takeout CookbookFavorite Lebanese Takeout Recipes to Make at HomeLina

ChangCopyrightsAll rights reserved © 2018 by Lina Chang and The Cookbook Publisher. No

part of this publication or the information in it may be quoted from or reproduced in any form by

means such as printing, scanning, photocopying, or otherwise without prior written permission

of the copyright holder.Disclaimer and Terms of UseEffort has been made to ensure that the

information in this book is accurate and complete. However, the author and the publisher do

not warrant the accuracy of the information, text, and graphics contained within the book due to

the rapidly changing nature of science, research, known and unknown facts, and internet. The

author and the publisher do not hold any responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary

interpretation of the subject matter herein. This book is presented solely for motivational and

informational purposes.The recipes provided in this book are for informational purposes only

and are not intended to provide dietary advice. A medical practitioner should be consulted

before making any changes in diet. Additionally, recipes’ cooking times may require adjustment

depending on age and quality of appliances. Readers are strongly urged to take all precautions

to ensure ingredients are fully cooked in order to avoid the dangers of foodborne illnesses. The

recipes and suggestions provided in this book are solely the opinion of the author. The author

and publisher do not take any responsibility for any consequences that may result due to

following the instructions provided in this book. The nutritional information for recipes contained

in this book are provided for informational purposes only. This information is based on the

specific brands, ingredients, and measurements used to make the recipe and therefore the

nutritional information is an estimate, and in no way is intended to be a guarantee of the actual

nutritional value of the recipe made in the reader’s home. The author and the publisher will not

be responsible for any damages resulting in your reliance on the nutritional information. The

best method to obtain an accurate count of the nutritional value in the recipe is to calculate the

information with your specific brands, ingredients, and

measurements.ContentsIntroductionHistoryIngredients in Lebanese CookingCommon Tools

and EquipmentCooking MethodsAppetizers (Mezze), Dips & SaucesGarlic Spicy Potatoes

(Batata Harra)Cucumber Salad (Laban bi Khyar)Falafel (Fried Chickpea Balls)Baba Ghanouj

(Eggplant Dip)Kibbeh (Beef and Bulgur Meatballs)Hummus (Chick Pea Dip)Labneh (Yoghurt

Cheese)Garlic ShrimpGrilled Halloumi CheeseThyme Pie (Man'oushé bi-za'tar)Stuffed Grape

Leaves (Abrak)Tahini Dip/SauceGarlic Sauce (Aka Toum)SoupsRed Lentil SoupLebanese

Chicken and Vegetable SoupSaladsParsley, Tomato & Onion (Tabouleh) SaladLebanese Salad

with Pita Crisps (Fattoush Salad)Lebanese Chicken (Meshwe) SaladSandwichesBasic Pita

Bread RecipeFalafel SandwichShish Kebab SandwichChicken Shish Taouk SandwichBeef

Shawarma SandwichAvocado, Tahini and Sumac on ToastHalloumi Cheese

SandwichLebanese Tuna SandwichLebanese HamburgerLebanese Pizza (Manakeesh)Basic

Homemade Lebanese Pizza DoughSpicy Meat Pizza (Lahm Bi Ajin Manakeesh)Lebanese

Veggie & Cheese PizzaCheese ManakeeshLamb Pizza (Kafta Manakeesh)BeefRoast

Marinated Beef (Shawarma)Lebanese Beef Kebabs (Kofta)Grilled Lean Beef (Shish

Kebab)ChickenRoasted Marinated Chicken (Shawarma)Lebanese Chicken Cutlet with Citrus

SauceLebanese-Style Roast ChickenShish Taouk (Grilled Chicken)LambSpicy Lamb

SausagesLamb KoftaLamb Diamonds (Kibbeh Sinayee)SeafoodLebanese Grilled

FishLebanese Baked FishVegetarianStuffed Eggplant in Red SauceLebanese Rice with

VermicelliDeep Fried Vegetables (Maqaali)Pickled TurnipDessertsBaklavaLebanese

Cheesecake (Knafeh)ConclusionReviewMore Books by Lina ChangAppendix - Cooking



Conversion ChartsJUST FOR MY READERS!100% FREE BONUS!To thank you for

downloading my book, for a limited time, you can get these two FREE COOKBOOKS from the

Cookbook Publisher.Just to download your two free cookbooks �IntroductionIt’s no surprise that

the cuisine from what was once called “the Paris of the Middle East” has become one of

America’s best loved. Mediterranean food at its best, Lebanese cuisine boasts freshness,

healthfulness, and variety. The Lebanese tradition of hospitality ensures that their dishes

comfort, delight, and satisfy. Though relatively new in America, it is a cuisine that dates back

thousands of years, with touches from both the East and West, emphasizing freshness

according to what is abundant in a particular season. Lebanese food consists of the freshest

grains, vegetables, fruit, seafood, poultry, and meat. The flavors are always full, seasoned with

herbs and spices.HistoryBeing at the easternmost point of what was once the “Fertile

Crescent”, Lebanese culture dates back to the beginnings of Western civilization and shares

many similarities with the cuisine of other Middle Eastern countries. It was often traversed by

nomads who introduced their own dishes, herbs, and spices. But it is the influence of two of

Lebanon’s foremost occupiers that makes their cooking distinct.The Ottomans occupied

Lebanon for 400 years, from the early 1500s to the early 1900s. We have them to thank for the

Lebanese preference for lamb and the variety of dishes containing fruit and nuts. The Turks

also introduced bread, coffee, and baklava.The French defeated the Turks in World War I,

bringing their culinary influence to Lebanon. Thus, you have ancient Middle Eastern cooking,

refined by French cooking ideals – which give it an irresistible international appeal.Lebanese

immigrants first arrived in the in the U.S. in the late 1800s, mostly from Beirut and Mount

Hermon. Later, when civil war broke out in Lebanon in 1975 and continued until 1991, more

Lebanese immigrants came in. They brought with them their food and their tradition of

hospitality, offering guests a variety of hearty and delicious dishes.American interest in healthy

Mediterranean cuisine has helped spark more interest in Lebanese cuisine as well. Of course,

Lebanese food in the U.S. has been adjusted somewhat to suit American expectations.

Although lamb and poultry were the preferred meats originally, availability has brought about

dishes with beef. Meats in Lebanon were used sparingly, but American tastes have called for

the use of large chunks of meat. Traditionally subtle, spice combinations have been made

stronger. Lemon, which is widely used traditionally, is not very popular among Americans and

has been toned down. Unlike the Lebanese tradition of sitting leisurely while enjoying a meal,

take-outs have sprouted up to cater to the fast food crowd. Dishes are presented with pictures

to help those who are unfamiliar with the cuisine to pick out what they want. Today, you can find

Lebanese food in health food stores as well as gourmet shops. Hummus and pita, for instance,

are now familiar household fare.Ingredients in Lebanese CookingIngredients should always be

fresh and in season; this is the secret to the healthy goodness of Lebanese cuisine. Below are

some of the ingredients that give Lebanese cooking distinct flavor.AshtaA form of clotted

cream used in a variety of Lebanese desserts.BreadPieces of torn bread are often found in

salads. Bread is so important in the Middle East that sometimes it is called “life.” Lebanese

flatbread or pita bread is popular because it is easy to make, healthy, and a good match for a

number of other ingredients.FruitThe Lebanese have a variety of fruit in season for dessert and

also incorporate it in their main dishes.GarlicAlong with olive oil, this is considered to be one of

the ingredients that give Lebanese dishes their characteristic flavor.Herbs and SpicesVarious

fresh herbs and spices are valued and used to make dishes tasty. Sumac and zahtar are

examples. Parsley, mint, cumin, coriander, paprika, cloves, allspice, and nutmeg are popularly

used. Lebanese coffee is flavored with cardamom.Kibbeh MeatThis is lamb meat that has been

passed through the grinder several times until emulsified. Modern appliances do away with the



arduous and unpleasant traditional method of preparing the meat using a mortar and pestle to

prepare kibbeh, Lebanese paté, or meatball filling.LambTraditionally, meat is eaten sparingly,

but lamb is the usual meat of choice. Seasoned or marinated, it is eaten in a variety of ways,

from raw to grilled. Lebanese methods of cooking of lamb minimize gaminess and bring out the

flavor.Lebanese 7-spicesA combination of allspice, coriander, cinnamon, black pepper, ground

nutmeg, ground cloves, and white pepper.Lemon JuiceAnother quintessential ingredient in

Lebanese cooking. It is added to almost everything.NutsAn assortment of nuts, like walnuts,

almonds, pine nuts, and pistachios, are used on the side or as ingredients in main dishes and

desserts. Nut pastes are used to fill delicious pastries.Olive OilAlong with garlic, olive oil is said

to give Lebanese cooking its distinct flavor, and it is used in generous amounts.PoultryPoultry

is the preferred meat over red meats, aside from lamb. It is eaten sparingly with bread or grilled

on skewers. It can also be an ingredient for salads and pies.Rose Water or Orange Blossom

WaterMade from distilled roses or oranges. These are used as flavoring for

desserts.SeafoodBordered by the Mediterranean Sea to its west, Lebanese cooking involves

many dishes that make use of the freshest produce from the sea.SumacA dried berry

seasoning that is described as salty with a lemony flavor. It is used for salads, pies, and

meats.TahiniA smooth sauce or paste made from sesame seeds; a very common ingredient in

dips.VegetablesFresh vegetables in season, usually raw or pickled, are valued in Lebanese

cooking to make salads, wraps, and dips, or to be added as fillings for pies and bread. Olives,

squash, cucumber, eggplant, greens, and tomatoes are popular. Chickpeas are used to make

creamy hummus.Yogurt and Yogurt CheeseNatural, unsweetened and unflavored yogurt is

often used as a dip or ingredient. So is labneh (sometimes spelled labne or labna), which is

cheese made by squeezing the liquid out of the yogurt.WheatWheat is used to make bread or

pastry. Cracked bulgur wheat is added to meats to make meatballs.Zahtar or Za’atarA

Lebanese spice or a spice mix that is used in seasoning many dishes. Its main ingredient is

thyme. Other ingredients are cumin, coriander, sesame seeds, and sumac (a dried

berry).Common Tools and EquipmentFortunately, modern equipment helps do away with some

unpleasant and difficult food preparation methods. Nowadays, Lebanese cooking makes use of

what is normally available in the modern kitchen. The food processor is a valuable tool in

preparing a kind of lamb paté or kibbeh. Alternatively, one may also purchase pre-ground

kibbeh meat from the butcher.One special piece of equipment that is noteworthy may be a

spice or coffee grinder. As many recipes require fresh herbs and spices, having a grinder

ensures that you have some on hand, with the freshest flavor.Generally, no special equipment

is required for preparing Lebanese dishes. Make sure you have the usual equipment for

measuring, cutting, mixing, turning or flipping, scooping, grating, or grinding as well as

equipment for storage (like bowls, plastic containers, canisters, or boxes). Kitchen

thermometers can be useful to avoid overcooking. You will also need some heavy-bottomed

skillets and pots as well as a grill.Cooking MethodsPreparing Lebanese food entails the usual

methods of boiling, frying, stewing, and roasting. At some stages of preparation, ingredients

may have to undergo drying, smoking, or salting. A lot of seasoning and marinating goes into

food preparation as well, making use of fresh spices, herbs, and seasonings.Lebanese dishes

may share the same names with other Middle Eastern and Mediterranean dishes. But the

ingredients are distinct from others and the cooking methods are influenced by French

cuisine.It’s time to try out this vibrant cuisine that does not disappoint. The recipes here are as

user-friendly as possible, to help you make these recipes successfully at home.Appetizers

(Mezze), Dips & SaucesGarlic Spicy Potatoes (Batata Harra)Serves: 4Preparation Time: 10

minutesCooking Time: 15 minutesIngredientsOil, for frying2 pounds potatoes, peeled and cut



into large cubesSalt, to taste2-3 cloves garlic, finely minced½ cup cilantro, finely chopped½

teaspoon chili powder, or to taste½ teaspoon paprika (optional)½ lemon, juicedDirectionsHeat

the oil, at least 2 inches deep, in a large pot over medium heat.When a cube of bread dropped

into the hot oil turns golden brown in 10 seconds, the oil is the right temperature (about

350°F).Fry the potatoes until they are evenly browned and golden (about 6 minutes). Do not

crowd the pot. Fry in 2 batches, if needed.Using a strainer or slotted spoon, lift the potato

cubes out of the oil and drain them on paper towels.Meanwhile, heat about a tablespoon of oil

in a skillet over medium heat and sauté the garlic, cilantro, chili powder, and paprika until

fragrant (about 30 seconds).Turn off the heat and toss in the drained potatoes. Drizzle with the

lemon juice.Serve hot.Cucumber Salad (Laban bi Khyar)Serves: 3-4Preparation Time: 5

minutes plus overnight refrigeration timeCooking Time: 0 minutesIngredients1 long and thin

cucumber, with dark green skin, washedYogurt sauce1-2 large cloves garlic, peeled½

teaspoon salt1 ½ cups plain yogurt½ teaspoon tahini (optional)1 tablespoon fresh mint leaves,

finely chopped1 tablespoon fresh dill, choppedDirectionsUsing a mortar and pestle, crush the

garlic thoroughly with the salt. Mix this well with the yogurt, tahini, dill, and mint. The sauce for

the salad is best after it is refrigerated overnight.When you are ready to make the salad, cut

the cucumber in half lengthwise, and slice each halve in fine slicesCombine the cucumber with

the dressing and serve.Falafel (Fried Chickpea Balls)Serves: 10Preparation Time: 30

minutesCooking Time: 7 minutesIngredientsOil, for frying1 teaspoon baking sodaFor the falafel

patties:1 ¼ cups dry fava beans, preferably pre-peeled, soaked overnight, rinsed and drained2

cups dried chickpeas/garbanzos, soaked overnight, rinsed and drained¼ cup parsley,

destemmed and chopped½ cup cilantro, destemmed8 cloves garlic, peeled and crushed1 large

onion½ cup green onion, chopped2 tablespoons saltblack pepper, to taste2 tablespoons

flourRed chili pepper, to taste1 teaspoon cumin3 teaspoons corianderTahini

DipDirectionsPlace the presoaked fava beans in a food processor and let it run until the beans

are the consistency of bread crumbs. Do the same for the chickpeas. Combine the two together

in a bowl.Place the rest of the falafel ingredients in the food processor and let it run until they

are paste-like in consistency. Add this to the processed beans.Mix the ingredients together until

they resemble a dough. Add a small amount of water, if needed. Adjust the flavor with

seasonings, if necessary.Just before frying, add the baking soda to the bean dough and mix

well. Let it rest for about 5 minutes.Using 2 spoons or an ice cream scoop, shape the mixture

into compact balls. If you like, you can flatten the balls a little to form patties.Fry in preheated

oil about 1 inch deep over medium heat, until evenly browned (about 2-3 minutes).Remove the

falafel from the oil with a slotted spoon or tongs, and drain them on paper towels.Serve warm

with tahini dip.Baba Ghanouj (Eggplant Dip)Serves: 6Preparation Time: 15 minutesCooking

Time: 15 minutes
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Tammy Simonds, “Good and Easy. Love Lebanese food and there are not restaurants around

me that serve it! The recipes in this book are easy to follow and taste great!”

Sandra Kazandjian, “Five Stars. Recipes are great!  Love the selection.”

JayJ, “Luscious looking Lebanese/Middle eastern recipes. Very nice recipes designed for USA

cooks. These would be like other Middle Eastern type of recipes, with lots of lamb, yogurt,

pickled turnips, and lemon. I've only seen haloumi cheese at one particular market. Zatar

seasoning is widely available. Sumac is at the spice store. It used to be a good idea to

acclimate my children to eating meals from other cultures. However, although it didn't always

work, they do, now, eat eclectically. So. I would advise branching out and exposing the family to

a variety of cuisines. These recipes provide a good opportunity for that purpose.”

Donna Lee, “Great Recipes. Easy to follow and very tasty recipes. There is nothing special that

you have to purchase. Each recipe you can make from common ingredients and spices that

any cook would have in their kitchen.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good simple book.. It doesn’t have pictures as said, but the recipes are

simple enough. I have made many recipes that I had at restaurants already”

The book by Lina Chang has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 79 people have provided feedback.
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